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ABSTRACT

The way we look at something certainly is different with others. This is a common thing, because each of human being has been granted various particularity in understanding himself, others and even matter. Referring to the existence of human being himself, he himself is not but a part of the life, therefore can be said that actually human being is creature that is always limited in space and time, clearly creature that cannot be separated from space and time.

This can be seen from history, all activities of life begun from birth to his death. The embodiment of the history is a tradition. A thing that is hereditary given to us to keep and preserve it. If compared with Javanese world. This has the self meaning. Tradition brings us present. If understood deeply, tradition always want to reveal what it has, for what it feel and be always oriented to the future. One of the proof is a text.

To understand what is in a text, except is by interpreting, it is what called by interpretation. Thus what is existing in it can be revealed and certainly has relevance with the present.

If related to Satrio Piningit, he is a hidden heritage that comes from the Javanese ancestor. In it lies a inward state of Javanese society that makes various philosophical view that want to be said to a leader in leading the people. So it has the self relevance, which is new point of view in revealing various phenomenon in today’s leadership.